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ACTIA multi-Diag supports over 100 major brands and over 80,000 vehicle types worldwide, including Ford, Mercedes, BMW, Audi, VW, Peugeot, Citroen, Honda, Toyota and Toyota Vans. And with over 500 million kilometers of tested software, ACTIA Multi-Diag is fit for any vehicle type of any age. And it can be used to diagnose
and update vehicles left behind by car dealers or through services. Each brake disk can be diagnosed using the most advanced brake performance analysis tool available in the world today. With ACTIA brake modules, braking performance can be measured immediately in real time for each brake disk on every vehicle, unlike on

most other brake gauges on the market today which are used on only a few vehicles. You will be able to see the results in a blink. ACTIA brake modules are guaranteed to provide you with the best brake analysis results available. To ensure a proper diagnosis, ACTIA brake modules can show up to 3,000 brake disk PWM signals at
once. With this detailed information, you will be able to identify if there is a mechanical or electrical problem, or if it is normal wear and tear that caused the warning light. ACTIA brake modules use the same cars’ own brake pads to perform the brake disk analysis, thus providing the best brake disk diagnosis result in the market.
This enables the ACTIA brake modules to perform a brake disk analysis at almost no additional cost. ACTIA brake modules are the industry leader in brake disk analysis. It provides the best mechanical wear and temperature information available. You will be able to distinguish mechanical wear and temperature trends which are
difficult to identify with any other brake disc analysis tool. The brake modules are also extremely low weight, so you can comfortably mount them on your test vehicle. In addition, ACTIA brake modules’ wiring harness can be routed inside the dash, which is easy to access and very convenient. When using ACTIA brake modules,

you can diagnose every brake disc on a car in one day – in just a few minutes.
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